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Grounded language agenda

 Link natural language to the computer’s world

 Verbally manipulate machine state

 Find a way around the keyword problem

 Learn to normalize linguistic “intent”, regardless of how expressed

 Avoid hand-authored, heuristic, keyword-based approaches

 Build a representation that can support 

 Command and control

 Conversational capabilities

 Rich, extra-linguistic reasoning

 Do all this on a grand, audacious scale

 broad-domain, multilingual



MT evaluation

 I have a throbbing pain.

 I am experiencing a throbbing pain.

 I am suffering from a throbbing pain.

 I am feeling a throbbing pain.

 It is a throbbing pain.

 It's throbbing and it really hurts.

 It's painful and it's throbbing.

 It's throbbing with pain.

 It's in throbbing pain.

 It hurts so much it's throbbing.

 I've got a throbbing pain.

 I can feel a throbbing pain.

 I am suffering from a throbbing pain.

 I am experiencing a throbbing pain.

 I have a painful throbbing.

 I feel a painful throbbing.

Source : ズキズキ痛みます。
16 human translations:



Recursive Transition 

Networks for MT evaluation 

(Dreyer and Marcu, 2012)



Mapping between language 

and semantic spaces
Language (sentences) Events / entities in the semantic space



Other examples of semantic 

spaces

 Web pages:

 http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g32847-

Activities-Palm_Springs_California.html

 what to do in palm springs

 what are fun things to do in palms springs

 what fun activities are there to do in palm springs california

 what major attractions are in palm springs, ca

 http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g147420-

Activities-Freeport_Grand_Bahama_Island_Bahamas.html

 what attractions are there in freeport, bahamas?

 …

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g32847-Activities-Palm_Springs_California.html
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g147420-Activities-Freeport_Grand_Bahama_Island_Bahamas.html


Key research questions

 How do people describe “things”?

 Can we reliably identify appropriate descriptions for 

thing, or retrieve things given descriptions?

 How can we best factor and generalize descriptions?



Images can be difficult to 

summarize



Video as a means of 

focusing attention

(Chen and Dolan, 2011)A bicyclist hits his face on a road sign.

A bicyclist is crashing into a road sign.

A byclist fell off his bike when he hit a sign.

A guy wrecks on his bike.

A kid wrecks into a sign while riding his bicycle.

A man crashes his bike into a sign.

A man crashes into a sign.

A man is falling down when he is riding a bicycle.

A man on a bicycle runs into a road sign.

A man on a bike crashes into a road sign.

A man riding a bicycle runs into a street sign.

bangs against a signboard and falls down."

A man riding on bike is hitting a traffic sign.

A man road his bike into a sign.

A man runs into a sign.

A motorcyclist on the street is riding parallel to a bicyclist 

on the grass when the bicyclist runs into a sign and falls 

down.

A person on a bike crashes into a road sign.

One cyclist hits a signboard and falls down.

The boy hit a sign on his bike and fell off.

The man on the bicyle hit the sign and fell.

A man hits a sign on his bike.

A man on a bicycle crashes into a traffic sign.



Grounding in videos

A wallaby bagged in a office.

A cat is jumping into a bag.

A small animal climbs into a woman's purse.

A small kangaroo is sitting by a file cabinet when a man 

holds a cloth bag down near it and the kangaroo climbs 

into the bag.

A wallaby crawls into a cloth bag.

A wallaby crawls into a pouch.

A wallaby is carried in a bag.

A wallaby jumps into a bag held by a woman.

A wallaby jumps into a colorful cloth sack held by a 

woman.

A woman is carrying a wallaby in a bag.

A woman is carrying a wallaby in a bag.

A woman is carrying a wallaby in a purse.

An individual puts an animal into a sack.

The animal went into the handbag.

The cat got into a handbag.

The cat got into the bag.

the women is catching the animal

A kangaroo is snatched by a person.

A woman puts a cat in a bag.

a kangaroo is jumping inside the man's bag.

A wallaby is jumping into a fabric bag.



Building RTNs automatically 

from data
 Latent variable model over the text

 1: wallaby / little kangaroo / cat thing

 2: entering

 3: bag /purse
S

NP

A wallaby

VP

crawls

PP

into

NP

a
cloth bag

S

NP

The cat
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got

PP

into

NP

a purse



Constructing spaces with 

shared entities

 Real world videos are tough

 Objects are diverse and confusing

 Difficult to find sharable parameters

 Relationships and actions are even more 
difficult

 Constructed worlds allow us to focus 
attention

 Generate 3d scenes using game engines

 Objects and actors are consistent

 Actions captured by Kinect

 Spatial relationships generated by 
underlying code



Generated videos as 

grounding
The robot shook his arm.

the robot is shaking his music player.

This is a Silver Robot with orange eyes h olding a cell 

phone.

Robot with a cellphone in his hand shakes it.

robot shakes a cell phone.

The robot shook his mp3 player.

robot shaking remote.

A robot shakes what appears to be a phone seven time 

with his right hand.

A robot holding a cell phone waves his hand.

A gray robot with orange eyes and a red dot in the 

middle of his chest, shook his cell phone with his right 

hand.

robot shook radio.

the robot holding the radio and looks like his pointing the 

right side with the radio on his hand.

robot with a cellphone.

robot shaking a cell phone in right hand.

a robot shakes the phone in his hand.

robot shaking phone.

THE ROBOT WAS OUTSIDE ON THE GRASS WAVING A 

CELL PHONE OR RADIO.

The robot is shaking a phone.



Exponentially many videos 

from a few assets

Motion tracks 

recorded using Kinect

A man shrugs his shoulders at a chair

An old man makes a hopeless gesture at a chair

An old man shrugs at a chair



Factoring descriptions

 ACTION ::= shake(ACTOR, OBJ) | throw(ACTOR, OBJ) | point_at(ACTOR, OBJ) | …

 ACTOR ::= clown | man | woman | robot | …

 OBJ ::= telephone | hamburger | fire_hydrant | …

shake(robot, telephone) shake(man, hamburger) throw(woman, hamburger)



Identifying language relevant 

to given text

Robot

Rule Count

robot 801

a robot 562

the robot 195

…

a silver robot with orange eyes 6

Throws

Rule Count

AGENT throws OBJECT 375

AGENT throwing OBJECT 131

AGENT threw OBJECT 102

…

AGENT steps back and throws OBJECT 3



Leveraging paraphrase

 Many ways to map, e.g. word align, extract tree-to-

string transducers:

 shake(ACTOR, OBJ) ::= ACTOR is shaking OBJ | ACTOR 

shook OBJ in his hand

 To increase recall, can expand with paraphrases

 𝑃 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∝ exp 𝜃𝑇𝐹 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒
Features can include paraphrase information:

• words are a paraphrase of “is shaking”

• words are an English translation of German 

“zittere”

http://labs.microsofttranslator.com/thesaurus


A new CAPTCHA: video 

description

 Given a video, ask users to produce a description

 The potential volume of data is enormous: millions of 

users per day

 Mix in information we know with information we don’t

 Describe Kinect motion or objects

 Gather descriptions of spatial relationships of objects, 

grounded in a 3d word

 Really we’re learning a grounding from language into 

code  



Learning from queries and help 

pages

 help with page numbers in the 

header

 how to number some pages 

 microsoft word adding page 

numbers

 how do you add numbering in 

ms word 

 word format footer sections 

 how do you add a page 

number on the right and 

header on the left

 word 2007 insert page 

numbers not available 

 how to insert page numbers 

on both side of the pages 

Queries



Mapping comments ↔ code

 n-gram language models 

over code already used for 

prediction and analysis

(Allamanis and Sutton, 2013)

 Comments sometimes 

correspond to code

 Exploit this in models!

 Use Javascript for sheer 

volume of data

 Initial experiment: add 

comments as side channel 

to neural LM; try to 

reduce perplexity of code

// Start with an empty selector
selector: "",

// The default length of a jQuery object is 0
length: 0,

toArray: function() {
return core_slice.call( this );

},

// Get the Nth element in the matched element set OR
// Get the whole matched element set as a clean array
get: function( num ) {

return num == null ?

// Return a 'clean' array
this.toArray() :

// Return just the object
( num < 0 ? this[ this.length + num ] : this[ num ] );

},



Conclusions

 Real world grounding: challenging long-term problem

 Make progress by focusing on the virtual world first

 Try to recognize (and generate) languages

 Code as meaning representation

 Unambiguous

 Well-defined formal semantics

 In some cases, we can generate visual results of code 

(videos, change of state) to acquire NL mapping


